OTTAWAFOOS C.T.S.F QUALIFIER
WORLD CUP 2006

Proposed by: C.T.S.F Executive Committee (Via Voting)
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Overview of Canadian participation in Germany 2006


Canada has been invited to compete amongst 20 other countries in Germany 2006



Our country must choose ONE TABLE that all of our matches will be played on in Hamburg, Germany.



6 Male players must be selected to compete.



A minimum of 2 female players must be on the national team.



A coach related to the flow of all matches and strategy has been invited to attend.



A national delegate to represent the C.T.S.F in Germany must be decided by the C.T.S.F executive committee



ITSF has split all 20 countries into three skill levels (A.B and C)
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Format for Official C.T.S.F Qualifiers
TABLE USAGE:



We require all male qualifiers to be held on “Tornado” tables.
Of course, priority should be given to the table used for the finals of the “CTSF WORLD CUP SINGLES”.

FORMAT IMPORTANCE:



We believe that our main goal is to ensure that the best WESTERN and EASTERN table soccer player qualifies sits on the National Team.
The only way we will achieve this is by ensuring a gruelling and tough way to win this tournament for all players concerned.

SUGGESTED FORMAT:








Round Robin prior to the Double Elimination tournament (One Match to 6)
*The highest ranked 4 players in the tournament will be spread out into 4 pools.
Top 4 of each pool will move into the DTKO.
3 out of 5 on both sides (To ensure no lucky chance or upset that could determine the fate of some)
15$ per player to raise funds for the CTSF to continue its work into 2006.2007.
An official statement on where this money goes will be important and will be made public.
Tournament is capped at 32 participants.

OFFICIAL RULES:



Rather implement the ITSF rules now as they have asked us to do, we will ensure rules that all TORNADO players are accustomed to playing with.
For official C.T.S.F qualifiers, USTSA rules will be the rules used and respected.

NAME OF EVENT:


Name of event: “CTSF WORLD CUP SINGLES”

RESTRICTIONS:
 The C.T.S.F believes that all players should be given a chance to compete. Therefore those with current suspensions will be issued a warning on behalf of the CTSF
and will be permitted to compete. All players previously suspended, or are currently serving a suspension, or have asked to be banned from their local association
can play in this event. We are promoting the sport with its players, and we must work closely with them to do so.
 All players located in the MARITIMES, QUEBEC, and ONTARIO will be permitted to ONLY play in OTTAWA
 WEST OF ONTARIO, INCLUDING NORTH WEST TERRITORIES will only be permitted to compete Calgary.
 Players from the U.S such as Michigan will be permitted to play in the OTTAWA tournament with proof of citizenship. (ANY PLAYER FROM EAST U.S)
 Players from the U.S such as Seattle will be permitted to play in the CALGARY tournament with proof of citizenship. (ANY PLAYER FROM WEST U.S)
DOCUMENTARY IMPORTANCE:




We are asking that the finals of both qualifiers be filmed by the documentary. A designated area to film this final is imperative.
We are asking if possible to have a referee in full attire to ensure that we look professional once we shoot this finals match.
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